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About This Content

Explore the inner workings of deserted factories in search of data cassettes that contain boundless virtual worlds. Collect more
tapes and explore more worlds and you'll soon discover new methods of traversal and control that will take you farther than

you'd ever expect.

Track List:
1 - Square
2 - Forest
3 - Road
4 - Coast

5 - Triangle
6 - Arboretum

7 - Field
8 - Stream

9 - Hexagon
10 - Cave
11 - Train

12 - Orientation
13 - Circle

14 - Ice
15 - Tundra

16 - Mountain
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17 - Vertical
18 - Alpha
19 - Beta

20 - Gamma
21 - Rewind
22 - Credits

23 - Announce
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Title: Small Radios Big Televisions - Soundtrack
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Fire Face Corporation, Adult Swim Games
Release Date: 8 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: 2 ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 275 series or higher

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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small radios big televisions soundtrack

I dont really want to make a bad review, so I recommend this game. Does not work for new-er model computers. It's te closest
we have to our beloved Bust a Groove game from the PS1, I'd say it's a hybrid between that and Dance Dance Revolution..
Caesar game with good visuals, has well build campaign scenarios helping to undersand game mechanics.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eusFkdQYm8I

Note: If game does not start or errors on start you might need to go into games folder (%Steam
folder%\steamapps\common\Caesar 4\C4\) and run RegisterDLL.bat with administrator rights.. Nice light rpg game with funny
plot idea that is interesting. There is good humour in game and nice music. It's good!
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So, now Steam is allowing me to write a review for this game now, so I'll do just that.

I feel like the conversion of this game from a standard M+KB game into VR is a real example of the potential of VR.

I tried the demo for this game before it was VR and honestly, it was neat but I wasn't impressed by it enough to lay down the
duckets at the time on what I had seen. Though seeing it was now a VR title and honestly loving single player survival games like
this, I decided to give it a shot since the market in this genre for VR is sparce.

What I can say is that it is quite the experience, this game honestly feels like it was meant specifically for VR. I will comment
and say that this game ISN'T in early access, but it IS being worked on by the developers still, as more features are being added
and bugs are being fixed. It is somewhat difficult for me to play at the given moment due to small oversights, though I'd imagine
they'd be easy fixes that will come very soon.

But the things that do work are pretty impressive like having to walk out and use your actual hands to dig through piles of snow
to look for supplies, or sitting in your little tent and putting bait on your fishing rod to fish in the little sinkhole you have in your
tent, and then having to turn the portable stove to cook that fish you caught? I honestly find it all really cool and immersive and
if this is all they've got for now, I can only pray it keeps getting better because I think it can become something really great.

If you have VR and want to try something cool for cheap, 10 dollars for this isn't bad and I am sure if you gave it a shot, you'd
be impressed too.. Skip this one, it's awful.. Good game, read another review. first of all , the game itself is absolutely fun and a
must buy , the remaster however...

i would not recommend to buy this game if you expect a proper remaster.
the game is as far as i can see a rewritten scumvw. exe and the graphics look horrible
( its the original game with a added effect like " super sai" engine or sth like that in emulators.)
the " unmastered " option looks far better .

if you wanna play the game use scumvm and point it to the game directory and play it this way,
you really will be better off.

i would give this game a neutral review but for now i have to go for the negative one,
because in comparison to other newly released remasters this aint fun.

all in all look at the screenshots or some gameplay somewhere and decide then if you can
ignore this or not. however you can also buy the game and use scummvm to play if you have
no other way to get your hands on it. ( thats the way i will play it )

Edit : Removed the issues with the Mouse cursor and in unmasterd you now have only the
classic cursor. its more playable now, still i dont recommend to buy the remaster for the remaster, only buy if oyu wanna play
the oldscool version. Finished the Sofia route. I'm that kind of ultra-conservative person on VN that I don't want to play other
route for that would give me a feeling of disroyalty.
Overall it's pretty nice, except the ending is a bit rush.
I have to say I am totally not surprised by the ending though, as from the very beinging it's obvious that that would be the most
reasonable development. Just grabbing Mozart's music is totally fine, but the abrupt stop-replay part can definitely be improved.
Charlotte looks pretty cute, shame that Sofia had my heart already.

What's interesting is our protagonist (Iolanthe by default?) is definitely the most charming female character here. And when she
dressed as a prince #nosebleed#.........
Funny though, for a lot of yuri-game I've played, I always find the protagonist the most likable character (Like Aoishiro and
Flowers). I know this is not really a yuri-game, but it's still really nice to see such a rich-in-personality protagonist.. You spend
too much time hacking stargates, which leads to timed puzzles where you have to match certain colors, which are harder than
they sound. Also, it crashes too often for my tastes.. The soundtrack complements the game so well. It's a bit overpriced but has
it's own voice.. very repetitive missions, a lot will have you backtracking to open doors and activating power sources. The aliens
are same old through the missions and there is little diversity between the sifferent types. 4\/10 is my score..
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Buy on a massive discount
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